
In times of economic uncertainty, many companies choose to reduce 
investment in IT projects. Often this results in organisations losing 
ground to competitors, customer resentment due to perceived 
stagnation of products/services and lost opportunity cost – leaving 
protentional profits, customer acquisitions and progress on the table. 
Perhaps the question that should be asked is: Can you afford not to 
invest?

Full spectrum offering, from design 
to development to operations

At Enfo, we have decades of experience in helping our customers with 
value creation and innovation in both upturns and downturns. We have 
built an organization around this experience and expertise, packaged in 
a way that enables our customers to fine tune the teams delivering the 
business value that leads them to Enfo in the first place. 

Keep on innovating  


Digital innovation has exploded exponentially in the past two decades and digital products 

and services have become an everyday part of life. Consumers and businesses expect their 

needs to be serviced through digital means, regardless of industry or use case. The pace of 

innovation and change is relentless. To be standing on the side-lines, watching the race from 

afar, can be an existential risk in some industries and for some companies.

Innovation in times of 
uncertainty
Possibilities on tap, regardless of the surrounding 
economic conditions. 

Enfo CODE



Enfo CODE have helped organisations of all sizes – from small, regional start-ups to global 

enterprises – continue the race to service their customers with modern, beautiful innovative 

products for 10+ years. 


One of our key advantages in delivering innovation to our customers is our ability to offer a 

blended delivery model. With development expertise in Sweden and abroad, we can 

customize a team to suit all our customers' needs – from expertise, to competence, to cost. 

Flexibility is valuable, continued innovation is critical.  


Customer service is front and centre in our relationship with our customers. It should be 

simple, smooth, and seamless working with us. We like to get to know our customers and 

understand their business needs and the needs of their customers. Our Customer Success 

Managers/SDM’s ensure a dedicated person – a name, face, and phone number – is on hand 

to help every step of the way.  


We live and breathe Cloud. With close partnerships with the major cloud vendors, multiple 

certified cloud engineers and developers and expertise from building numerous cloud-native 

applications, Enfo CODE know Cloud. We breath the Well Architected Framework – a best 

practice framework ensuring our customers solutions are built to be operated over time, 

secure, reliable, efficient, cost optimized and environmentally sustainable. We love 

technology and strive to ensure we are on the edge of innovation. 


We take pride in our work and the products we build. Building trust with our customers is at 

the centre of everything we do. Taking responsibility for our work is non-negotiable. We can 

help our customers in the way that works for them. From our team of Cloud Engineers 

working 24/7 365, to ensuring we maintain knowledge of a solution “just in case”, we can 

find a model that works for your needs. 


No fixed cost, no long-term agreements (unless our customers request it!). No opaque 

pricing model that cannot be reverse engineered. As with the Cloud, we value a model built 

upon consumption, with transparency at every step. You should be able to calculate your 

costs before an invoice arrives.  


 Continued innovation capabilities through intelligent cost managemen

 Rapid value creation – measured in days/weeks, not months/year

 Full spectrum offering, from design to development to operations 

Friction-free


Technology


Support


Pay as you go


Key benefit

Blended delivery team



We are techno creatives, makers, and explorers. We design, craft, operate and improve beautiful yet powerful cloud 
native digital products and services for a better future. We are a team of distributed experts in all things cloud, design, 
and development – from ideation to operations. Our DNA, designed to ensure we use expertise regardless of location, is 
precisely what allows us to offer market competitiveness in times of economic uncertainty. This is the Enfo CODE Way. 
This is Blended Delivery. This is innovation on tap, regardless of the surrounding economic conditions.


